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1' Introduction ;

, ,

VOCAL (Voice Oriented durriculum Author Language) is designed to
facilitate -the-authoring of curriculums which incorporate h4.ghly,

iAteractive-audio and tect pteSentatiOn: Lessons written in VOCAL.are..
.=intended to be patterned after the style Ofinformi'l classroomjectures.
VOCAL containsfeatures that allow:the authorto specify audio messages
in several formats acceptable t6 the audio :hardware,- and associated

---'-,.....software, and to control the interaction'.Ofthe audio presentation with
Material-pretented-visdaIiy-Ton-the-screen of a.= terminal. ,

-. .
-.. ,.. _ .

. - ,

.

There are several. 'reasons for incorporating.aUdia-messages .in a
cotputer7assistedyinstructiOn.course. I Ode reasOnisto more actively
involve the student In the _instructional process by:using his. sense :of
hearing` inadditiontO:-his. sense:of:.sighs.. A second' reason, Is
.obviouS:advantage- of-having a..second,Channei for communicating with the

A third,reason.1S.thatcertain sorts "of information can most
aPpropriaelybe presented, to theStudent via in*aUdio- ohannel.-For-

..': example; it:isoften.:UsefultO.mikeinfor-Ral comments aboutformulas or.
ftahleswhich_are.simultaneously beingdiSpyed',";-4inally,.certain kinds
'of semantic informationare;uSually carrieby complex emphasis patterns
in-speech. Such information can be difficult or awkward, to reproduce in
writing.. .;

, -!-
, , -./',..

,

, L
Given-asysteM for generatinkandstoringaudivmeSs4es fortandoM

access
. .1 .

access by a p gram proViding a course of study-to students; curriculum-
,authors pee a' systematic why of Andicatinhat material is to be

_

.preiente ,y the -audio System,andwhat.meterial-is to be presented by °

display r typescript,:,.Authors ..alsd'neecr,mays of indicating complex .

inforraat'on,:agout how the audio _alid,Arisual*Modes*of presentation. are to
SuchSuCh facilities are-provided by VOCAL, as well asmore

traditional-facilities such aS''coMplex question and answer Procedures:
VOCAL ,has.-also-

r

been 'designed. to' facilitate the. addition. of course-
. ,

specific- exercises, such-as proving theorems inja-logic course. .

',..-

,.-,. - ,"
The -syntactic structure, of, the language -is: quite' simple and

compressed..and IS based- onLISP-StyleS-expressionS. We selected this
. .syntax,because,it is. easily. parsed and' compiled, and the resulting
Language retains :a flexibility and extensibility thafa more algebraic
langUage might lack. The..template features of VOCAL. are inspired by
features .-of the PUB document-Pre5aration lafiguage (Tesler, 1972).; we

share.with PUB the belief thatcomputersLcan'Zo more text processing
than they are generally ,peiMitted.- The SAIL programming language (in
Which, VOCAL is embedded) has cOntribtited some :features. . The functions
.for.queStion/answer.analySIs_Were suggested by such CAI languages as,
'INST andCOURSEWRITER. ,- ,

4

23
es /.

e'
r

While general systei for preparation of
1

.

,CAI materials utilizing audio,' we-have included number of special
functions _that relate to the -particular use of VOCAL in writing.
curriculum for *Stanford's logic and other mathematically based courses.

. .
., ..

, . .

Only limited p"rogramming features are included in -VOCAL. For
example, only.certain. "Conditional" operationilhave been programmed, and

\,
1 .

,N.

ft



Section 1
I

Intkoductio27'

no explicit data declarations are available. VOCAL is not a general
'ptogramMing language.\:InSiead; it is a language for tightly expressing
particular interactions between the audio output, the visual output, and

/ the student.. Our implementation emphasizes the interface between
programming; which is done in SAIL or LISP, end authoring, which is done
in VOCAL,

A classical problemin designing an author language is that, on the
one one wants a language- that authors can use with minimal_
training in programming, a language in which presentation of'materials
and response Judging will be straightforward; on the other hand, it is

Often -necessary _to have a genuine programming language, with
sophisticated data and 'control, structures, _for application. in CAI

environments that.emphasize problem solving, dialogde, and the like.
iSome;.CAI languages solve this problemliby restricting. what is possible or
'Oonvenient,to dp (INST, pURSEWRITER); other languages maintain.the
claim to universality, but do so with data 'Ad control structures that
are quite primitive (TUTOR). The current popularity. of BASIC as an.

'author language can be traced to the fact that it,iscquile simple and
yet is a complete programming language; it is alSo widely available. -

I,

We -think_., that:a setter solution to the prOblem of author languages
I is.. to select, the best programming languages available for writing =the

program portions of the CAI system, and to interface the resulting.
'programs to. dPeciai-purpose author languages for the Curriculum
material. VOCAL is such a special-purpose language. .

. ,

tThis report is intended ,ptimartiy.as' a description of.the.,VOCAL
language and its features. Readers who are inter in- 'the

pedagogical applications, of the langpage or',.who would 4ke a,/tutorial
introduction- to the use of't-VOCAL should .see (DaviS and Pettit,
forthcoming), auseful.suPeleMent to the material in thiAocument.

:

2 The VOCAL Language

This section describes the syntak and semantics -Of the VOCAL, .

language. At short overview of the various Operation codes (opcodes)
described below may helein clarifying their uses.

The LESSON; EXERCTISE , BEGIN and HOLD opcodes serve the purpose Si
,.

-,,,..-organizing:potentially. vast amounts of curriculum material for'bOth the
cUrriculumi author and the student. The displayTopcodes (suchiaseTEM, T;-'
B, etc.) 4116W the author .to ,pPecify what material :will ap13`eaS on the

display terminal screen anVits format.. In addition; 'the author can
seperately specliy-the ordeein whidh the material is displayed.

,The audio_opeode, S, specifies what material is to be- spoken. 1.Jheh-

opcode:whiChcontrols the display on the screen.is followed by a teict:'
string (both withinr.the,scoPe of. the same 'S opcode), ,the audio system
will-begin Speaking the text at, the same time fhat.the diSplay syStem.
begins to executes the display scpdell. '\,Ihis allows the curriculum'author

u j

2

`r
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t9 syncronize the audio' and display system .. There are also .timing
opcodes which give the author additional cont ol.

Oct4ber 19, 1977

The question related opcodes -are use to present students with,
short answer que ions and.to.analyze the student' input. The authoi.

-- is allowed to ecify the number of-chancesthe student has to answer,
the program's 'response to correct or incorrect. Answers, whether to
-respond differently to Specific correct- or.Z. incorrect answers, And
whether to ask further questions of,' students who fail to correctly
answer a question. Facilities are provided for prompting the student as
to time and manner of requireckresponse. r-"most cases, the author can
accept reasonable defaults in the question and answer procedure if he
does not desire to use all of the available featu'res.

The conditional opcodes AUDIO, NONAUDIO, DPY, and TTY, are used to'
indicatealternative code_to'Ibe executed dependiirg on'ihe type of
terminal at which the lstudeRt -isyrking.. The coicern As whether the
terminalJallows sufficient control-of the display for the DPY and AUDIO
versions, and whether the terminal As. provided with the appropriate
audio equipmerk.

The branching opcodes allow. the author to control the progress of
the student. through, the curriculum. At -a minimum.the author. should

,

specify a linear move from' l'e'sson to lesson by including a GOTO .at the
'end of each lesson, pointing, to the next lesson. `More complicated paths
can be arranged' by the author, where [final choice of path for an
individual student may depend u?on his on cholde or upon his meeting
some preseteriterit.

V

2.1 Conventions

The basic sysitax of VOCAL is'similar-to LISP 1.6: The Sexpression
'is used to code the instructions. The CAR (first element -of the list)
is the name of the operation code ("opcode"). Just as in LISP, the CAR
of a litt is treated as the 'name of a function. qpcodes may embed
within each other. Indeed, 'it is the power of. embddding, so- easily '

'achieved with the LISP syntax, that has, u; to the choice ofa very
LISP -like syntax. *.

. _

. . For
.:

example, the following VOCAL statement defines 'the-body of an-
.

exercite (number "1") in a lesson:,'J
[EXERCISE 1

.
"Sample.dercise" 4

(AUDIO ,

+(T "This' is the text of the exercise: ")
7

-(S "Nbtice the text of exercise on' the
(NONAUDIO

/
(T'"Thit is the text of the exercise."))]

.

\

r
The S and,T.opcodes, -respectively, speak- and type theirs arguments. The

. 1

AUDIO opcode says that the statements contained within itt scope-are
be (done if the stuant is presently using the audio system.

.

screen."))*
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statements within the scope of the NONAUDIO.opcode will be done- if the
student is not presently using the adlio system. The entire text of,the
exercise is surrounded by the EXERCISE opcode.

Like some versions of LISP, the VOCAL language allows the use of
squarebrackets in place-lof parentheses. In addition to ,closing t!e
most recent' left square bracket, a right squarebracket will,close any
open left parentheses within the scope of the squaje bracket pair.
Judiciods use of squarerbrackets, will enhance the readability of the
lesson source file and serve as a debugiing aid by limiting the scope of
a parenthesis mismatch error.

In the sequel several convention will be used to state the ddtails
Of the language: The term "string" will refer to a literal string
constant, i.e., a piece of text surrounded by qudtation marks. Tokens
in-upper case are VOCALopcode fames. Tokens in lower Case, surrounded
by 4.<>",,are metalinguistic.

2.2 LESSON Opcode-.

The lesson opcode is syntactically of the

_where:

lok

form:

(LESSON"<number> "description" <actions>)

I!

<number> is the lesson number.

"description" is a_ single line description o the

lesson.'
7

<actions> is an arbitrary sequence of VOCAt
actions to be performed if the student,

.0 in "Browse Mode" (see Section 3), asks
for information about this lesson.

., Q
The'LESSON opcode "should occuronli, once in a given VOCAL file.

2.3 EXERCISE Opcode

J

-The EXERCISE opcode has the s ntacti form:

(EXERCISE <numbei> "de ription" <actions>)

-
where:

5 .

<number> is the -number of this exercise.
. , . .

a-. .
. .:

"description" is a : oneline description ,o1 this.;

exercise, to,appedi atthetop of the
display screen: '.

4'

,---' 0

0
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.
(actions> is the sequence of. VOCAL actions for

tffi's exercise.

An'EXERCISE is an entry into the curriculum, the smallest unit that can
be randomly accessed. VOCAL files should-therefore have the following
form:.

,/4.

[LESSON n "lesson description string" Sactions>]
[EXERCISE "..." kactiolis>1' _ - - -

'[EXERCISE 2 "..."<actions>1

[ EXERCISE n "...".<actions>)

Only compiler-specific opcodes should occur, outside the scope of a
LESSON or EXERCISE opcode. If there is another _lesson to-follow, the
cop) opcode should be th.last action of -the last exercise.

, N,

2.4 . BEGIN Opcode

The-BEGIN opcode groups together a number of statements that are to
be executed as a single unit. For example, .

1 Li %

(BEGIN (T "Now is the time for all good men")
(S "Now is the time for all good men"))

both types and-speaks "Now is the time for g6od men". Note that a
list of lists, e.g. (-(T "....")-(S ), begins with an implicit
BEGIN.

2.5 Display Opcodes

The display screen is divided into four portions. The first
ROrion is a single line, called the DesCription Line. This. line is
reserved for the "description" string of .an EXERCISE qpcode or its
analogue'in Help or'Browse Modes. One of its major functions is to help
the student keep track Of-where he is. The second'portion is.called the
Template Region. It gets its text from the template,stringas described
below: The third region is a single called the Mark Line. It

serves-as a visual delimitr between the Template Region and the fourth,
region, which is.called the Scroll Region. Some opcodes place text in
the Scr011 Region,-bUt-the text is always added to-the bottom line of
the screen and old text moves upward, to disappear when it-reaches the
Mark Line.

'The screen is 'manipulated. using a device-independent display
package developed by the systems staff at IMSSS. The,advantage of this
approach is that neither the lesson author nor the program author needs
to be concerned- with produciig differdht code for the various kinds of
display term

9
nals in use at the Institute. .

5 .



n2.5

The syntax for setting up a template
section on template opcodes; the syneax for
of teXe in the template and scroll' regions
on .display-control Opcodes.,

2.5.1

The TEM
contains the

Template Opcodes
/

and TEM2 Opcodes sit up a template, .described belott1,4, which

displayed text. The syntactic form cf TEM is:

..Display Opcodes

4s.

region is discussed-in the
controlling run-time display.
is discussedin the section

,J
1

(TEM "template string" <act_ons>)

TEM2 is an extension; which is deSeEibedtbelow.

The "template string" is an image of the display screen. This-

image _contains area pointers that point to logical lines, groups of
linea, au contiguous segments of lines.

The ,ken "<actions>" indicates a sequence of statements that are
7

execute-- opcodes for display control (see below) may refer. to the
logical a.:,..as of the template. When the,tempIate is entered, the ,screen
It cleared (except fpr line 0), and the stroll point is set to the line
that is the bottom 19.A the template. A,TEM opcode cannot contain another
TEM opcode; in other Words, the templams do not - embed.

,

The "template string" is' at stririz constant that: al ws

print, overprint, erase, or brighten2 ar6 part of the template.

(TEM2 "template string" "additional string" <actions>)

3'

J

one to

This is like TEM except' that thc additionil string"may contain areas
and subareas that are to be overtyped,py the OT.opcode or its relatives.
The template string still defines the shape of `the Details
and resetiCtionsare indicated 1,elow... ..; -=,

.2.5.Z

The template string serves several purposes simultaneously. Fir
the total number of text lines, including empty lines, determines the
size.of the template region. This is currently liMited to 19 lines of
text since the Datamedia terminals, which hold a maximum of 24 lines,
are the limiting case.' At .least three lines are needed for th.e Scroll

Areas a-- Subareas Within a Template

-2How the text is ghtened depends on the. hardware. On sow,
terminals the text is printed in double-intensity mode, hence the to*
'brightened'. On other terminals the' text will be underlined and, on
still others the text will blink or flash.

'3 e
It is usually a good idea to leave the firstline of-text blank to

'serve as a visual delimiter between the Description Line apd the tekt,
..so in practice there are 18 lines availab/fe for text.. In exceptional

1 -

cases the limit can be exednded to 21 lines, leaving only one line for
the Scroll Region." But this is rarely a good idea.

6
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Region,. ando.the DescFiption
text which will appear in
finally- associations-are
template region. There are

October 19; 1977,

and Mark Lines each take 'one. Second,. the

the Template Region is introduced. And-

made. between the text and -parts of"-. the

two ways of explicitly designating parts of
the /template. One way isito give a name to a di
contiguous lines, which -.fe then ca ]4led an area, and
using -the, special character "% ". The other is

contiguous-part of a'single line'as A'subarea.

-Consider the followinig template string:

(1) P .

(2) P -> Q
B CC

(2) means that
-if P isi true
EEEEEEEEEEEE.

then,Q is cue

fR

%3

e or group of
specified by

o designate a

V

.4
. .

. .

In the above sample template string, the lines that contain "%" are
designfted as thd bAaginning, continuation, or end.of an area_spanning
one or ,more complete lines. Lines-that end with`"%" markthe first line

\ of an area that is to extend over two or more lines, with the next line
-1' that' ends with "%<number>" being .the final line of that area. .Note that

N).........1

once a multiline area is begun 'with a line ending with "%". (or with
"% H,),, the area is t'er'minated only by a line.ending.with "2<number>".

. here', may be intervening lines ,ending with "% " that are 'simply'
4!continuation lines: /

.

. The most complex cases are the lines that end with either H% " or
"%<nuMber> ". The first of these says that the ,next line is not

-

Actually to appear on the screen, but instead will contain subarea-
designators"--ino. the current lie. Thus, "if P is' true" is designated
as a subarea (named "E"), :consisting of a. number of column positions.
Likewise, a.line- that ends with n<number>2 says that <number> marks
the ,current line,(s) as an area with name <number> but that, ,in "addition;

'parts of the current linewill be marked by the area designators on the
next.line.5

,

Thi's

q.v.

character is dynamically resettable using, the TEMCHAR pcode,

5 it nThe symbol is special. only when it
;;%H. Otherliise it is trea.ted as ordinary text.

occurs to the right-bf a
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%Sectiou 2.5.2 . , Areas and ubareas Within "a Templatp

.
%, - \

.

.

. :

A-

Ar

-, ),
Note: Area -and. scbaiea ,designators never' pear 'oil thescreen.

The-compiler, uses them to ive:names to areas land''Subareas and then-
discards them. For example, if an authorrequested(that areas I,- 2, and 1

-3 of the sampletemplateAting above be displayed on screen, the
student would see the following: \ -.. -;

.

P \
!:,..

' "(2) P > Q
A

,3

(2) ! Mans that
.

-E. is true

then Q .,
) 1- . ?-

<number> can be? any pOsitivd-linteger,e,g, 7 or 32. A subare!a:

designatOr can 'be. any alphabetic character. BUT CASE. MAKES
DI'FERENCE! In othdr'wbrds,.the IcoLpiler will distinguish betwee:"a"

.,and "A ". -This, gives a totalsof- 52 distinct subarea-depignatOrs.6: A
subarea designator ,can bersused only once' in a template string-and-all'
'occurrences,must be contiguous. So "AAA b C" and '.AAC b'.' are .legal, but

"A A b" and ''11413A" are not.

. .

Several. opcodes--T, E, U, OT, OB, '0E--may 'refer to areas of thl#
current template being Included. in.the '<actions> list within the
.scope'of the template. Thisis explained below.

2.5.3 Display Control Opcodes

'The f011owing .opcodes generate the display on the screen. The
metalinguistic "<areas>" means any sequence of Area -or Subarea
designators that occur in the scope of a TEM or TEM2 opcode. It is' an

error to have an area reference that does not occur within the scope -or
_ TEM or TEM2. .

:A.

.1. 1

4

.
ri>

(T <areas>)

Each,. area in. <areas> is, typed out in the appropriate region of the
template. <areas> can be replaced by a string constant which will be

-typed out in the Scroll Region.

(E <areas>)
k.--1°

Each area in <areas> is Erased, leaving those areas blank on the screen,
but Jeaving the remainder of the screen undisturbed. the action (E)
with no arguments erases the- entire temptate (but not the Scroll
Rection).ok

(B <areas>)

If fore than 52 subarea designators areaneeded, the digits, are
, also legal subarea designators provided they are not-used as area
designators: This could, be accomplished by using twodigit area.

-

'deSignators.

I 1.3)

kr
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-/:-

Beach area in <areas> is "Brightened"--typed L out In d ble' intensity

mode, mink mode; or'underline mod depending, on the p ical-device
availabIe.and its characteristics. .

et'

(U <areas>)

Each area in'<areas> is. "Ufibrightened"--leaving the text typed out. (U)

with no arguments, unbrightens all brightened areas. :Note: there is no.
`impacieJunbrighiening'; ,so if an author wishes to restore an area to
normal, state; he must gxpres,sly -nbrighten-that area. ,Unbrightening

restores the text; to erase use the E opcode.1 If an.area has beed
erased, unbrightening it .causes- it to be retyped in normal mode.

4

,

The M (for "Mark screen") opcode printS a dotted line on the Mark Line,
of the.:disgay region in a TEM or TEM2 opcode. IL-dotted line is
inserted there automatically by the first Q or,CQ.opcode executed within
the TEM. or TEM2, so-when these opcodes occur within the scope of a TEM
oi TEM2, the M opcode merely allows the authoe to insert the dotted,line
sooner if he wishes.

(0Tz7<oldatea> <newarea>)--- .

OverType <oldarea> with <newarea>. The text from <newarea> is-picked up
and inserted into <oldarea>.- .<oldarea> 'must be a single area in the
"template string" of a TEM2 opcode.and<newarea> must be-either an area
in the "additional string" of a TEM2 opcode, or a string constant that
is just printed in <oldarea>.. If <newarea> and <oldarea> are, not-ftie-
same size, the text of <newarea> will be adjusted to fit <oldarea> by
tiuncation'or filling in with blanks or blank lines as required: It is
better "for the author to ensure that <oldarea> and <newarea> occupy tfie
same number 'of lines; the result will then be obvious.

(0E7<oldarea> <newarea>)

OverErase < oldarea> with <newarea>. This is the same as OT,sonly the
<newarea> is not'displayed; <oldarea> is erased, and <newarea> and areas-

,

sharing screen locations with 'it (see below) become defined.

(OE '<oldarea> <newarea>)

OverBrighten <oldarea> with <newarea>. The same as OT, onW.the
<newarea> is diSplayed in,brighten

2.5.4 Remailks on the Implications of Overtyping
4 I

In tlaekgimplest case, an "area" .or "subarea" is defined to be a
region on the display screen'plus the text that is currently displayed
there. However, in the case of asubarea, this is not quite trueslime.
the text of such a subarea is shared with the text of an -area containing
the entire line. When using the TEM2 opcode it Is important tokeep in
mind that it is the first 'template string that defines the kasic size

9



Section 2.5.4 Remarks on the Implications of Overtyping

and-shape of the Display Region. But 'the con7enfion's are somewhat

v ,different for subareas. We illustrate the-,conventions by example.

4124 -----

,.
4rX -(TEM2 "

.c. 4 Now is the time.

11 ...tit,

Here's a'good example.
BBBOB CCCCCCC

I')

%2

-, If the opcode (OT I 2). is executed, the .VOCAL convention. is that- -

area 2 becomes actively- defined in the ./template -region. For 1B:

1) and (B 2) will both cause, "Here's/a good example'!" to be brightened--

on line 1. But'the convention for subareas is different. When (OT I 2).

or COB 1 2) or (OE 1.2) is executed, .the subareas of area 1 are no
longer active. Instead, the subareas of area 2 become activated. So ( 3-,,

A) is no longer legal at (that point.

It is clear that some.convettion is necessary; otherwise,'after the

opcode (0T.1 '2) in'the example, the opcode '(B A) 'Would .be ambiguous.

The convention chosen will generally. work to the lesson author's

advantage by simplifying the task of brightening small areas after they

'have been displayed on the-screen as a result .of-aNiertyping:

The complier will not comilain if a' subarea instead of an area is

used within the scope of an OT, OA; or 0EitrpoOde,,butthe resules may

well not be what was:Intuitively,expectedn fact, one of the major

uses of the OE opcode is not only to allow an "old".iemplate.area to be

.erased, but also to activate the subareas in the new'text string, so

that a call such as (T B) will have the desired effect.
.

2.6 Audio Opcodeb

The S opcode is interpreted by calls to functions in the audio

library, written by W. R. Sanders and G.Benbassat.7

<d..1....splaylaction> "message" <disPlayiaction> )

< .

This.iS tWgeneral form of the Speak opcode. Each <display!actiOn> is

either a display opcode or a list of display OpcodeS (all other- apcodes,
except W,,are illegal),. e.g, .(B 4. A) or.-((T 4) (B E) ,(T E-),). A

<diSplay!action> is, executed simultaneously ,with the speaking. of the

fallowing ,"message". 'The opcode is implemented- so that the "messages"

are spoken continuously _without ,interruption; that is,,

,`:.are treated as a. single paragraph. Thus. the lesson author. can
synchronize the screen display with a specific word in AeseUtence
VOCAL. will wait until all speaking and other actions #e.',Oampleted

'before beginning the next opcode. All of the <display!actiani. and all

but one of the "messages"may:be_otitted. Torexample;

a

7
See Sanders et al., 1976 for an overview of the audio system.

\
10
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(S "1i-ow is the time" (T "Buy bonds") ,"for a11-good men")

will display-Buibones" lust as "for all gdod Men" is being spoken.
Caveat: Only the start times of the .displaY!action>s and spoken
"sages" . is coordinated. Thus, if, the execution time. for

.

<display!action exceeds that of the tfollowing._ "message", later
.synchrpnization may be lost. Under heavy-system load, execution times
for the 5display!actfon>s will of course increase. The "author silothd ,

take note of thiswhen-decid ing howmany "messages" and how much typing
to include within the scope pf a single.S-opcode. - -

.1 . . ,..

.-.A

EXactly..hoy.the,,Hmessages" win bt spoke depends on the current
implememtation:° Briefly,, messages may'-be,prerecorded and processed for
-storage iu a 'coMPresSecr farm, or the messagesmay be 'constructed' .at
compile_ time from prerecorded words or. morphemes, with syntactic
prosodic features.added:by 'the compiler. The fprmer method is referred
to as 'long sounds',, the latter as zprosody% ..

, -
At least two audio 'languages' are available to lesson authors.

The anguage for'/ong sounds-is the compiessed, diaifzed representation
of t ecOtded hrases.. A language for prosOdg)wiI1 generally.be a
dictionary of recorded words, also in compressed, ciigitized form. The
language opcode allows the author to change the Ilreguage or Mode'of
audio presentation. within a lesson.

(LANGUAGE "audio language name" "long sounds flag" "prosody flag")

If .the string "long sou4ds flag" is set. to "TRUE":, then' the student
hears long sounds.' If 4long sounds flag7ciSset to "FALSE" and "prosody
flag" is set to "TRUE", then the student hears'prosody:-... The author must
select the proper language in each case. If the "idng sounds flag" and
"prosody flag" are both set to .."" (NIL), then the mode of audio
presentation 'will remain unchanged, allowing a change of language only.
It ispossible'tochange languages without. changing the mode, as long as
the unit of recording (word or phrase) is the same fot both languageS.
It is NOT, iry general, possible to changemodes 'without changing the
language, since the required unit of recording will.te different for the
different modes. Thus, if the author wants to shift from long sounds
mode'to prosody mode, he must also ,switch from a language of stored
phrases toe language of stored wordS.

It .

In an effort to include special (semantic). emphasis in' the
'prosody''version (and, in addition, aid a human `recorder), .emphasis
markers are available to lesson authors. .$<nut> (followed by a space)
may be inserted before the word to. be emphasized' in the speak text.
<num> may be either 1, 2;.or 3, where 1 indicates the: greatest stress
and 3 the least. All three give an 'incre.pse .ovet the normal,
syntactically generatedistress. .For example:

(S "$1 Now is the timetor all,$3 good men")

will put a, great deal of stress on the word 'mows' and just enough stress.
on 'good to cause .a listener to pay some extra attention to the word-

. ,
8See Appendix B for details.
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Timing Opcode
.

Timing Opcode,

Most -Of the timing and synchronization is handled automatically,by
the colpiler/driver '(see the "S' opcode above), There are a few cases

.where wish to specify ;a short break'inTthe preSentation,.
such as at,the end of a logical "paragraph" of the lecture. This is
done by the W opcode. ''

K.

(W <mstime>)

<mstime> is the number of milliseconds for the dismiss. If <mstime> is
missing; a default value is used, determined by--t>he compiler:

. .

:') The W optode is the only nondisglay class opcode. that:is legal
.inside the scope of an S opcode. There, instead of generating a
dismiss,, it .causes the.audio hardware to -generate silence, for the
indicated number of milliseconds. At times of higher system=132;Hrs-.
outside the.-- ,;.scope of S:opcodes will produce pauses of greater length
than their arguments, while W's inside the scope of an S opcodd'Ill
not.

-('

_ Inside a speak, the -W opcode functions.exacily as a message strungi
l'eceding 'display actions are executed just as the sllenceibegins its
execution; .subsequent- display actions are executee!onlyafter the if

specified time of. silence. 1 The syntax. for the W opcode outside of an S
opdode is the same as that of iny action. Inside the scope Of:anS'

-t\-
opcode, the syntax is e 'following: A W to be.executed with a series of':'
actions should be inclu .d as, the lasE-Of the actions in an implicit
BEGIN. Actions that are 'intended to be executed after a W should be
enclosed: in a separate implicit BEGIN. Also, a W opcode cannot be
immediately followed by another W (this is of course no' semantic
restriction, since the'same effect is achieved by adding the arguments)..

J , )

(TEM "
Pick the correct answer.

AAAAAAA
ZI

S "Pick the correct answer,"
((T 1) (W 1000)) ((B. A.) (W 5,00))

"to the next question."))

The effect of the above code Wgt.p.d be that first the phrase -"pick-
the correct answer' would be .spoken, second theyhrase would begin to be
typed, and simultaneously there would begin one second of audio silence.
The word 'correct' would be brightened _immediatelY,, after either the
second of silence, or the typing of ale .phrase, depending on which takes
longer: In either case one half-second- of silence would begin
simultaneously with the brightening action, and at the completion- of

..both the audio silence and display actions, the phrase 'to the next
question' would be spoken:

12
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2.8 HOLD Opcode..
".

There are numerous opcodes in, vocm. that
the student. he simplest of these allows the
is ready to continue. This`is the. HOLD opcode.

. - 4 J.

ct\-gr19, 1977

ask for a response frog
siudent to state when he

,(HOLD "prompt string" <actions>)

In- its simplest form, (HOLD), the HOLD opcode ?simply tylies out

[Type ESC to go on.]

, , . .. .and then waits for the student' to type something *before c tinuing. The
. , .

purpose of this opcode is to let the student judge when e is finished
examining the display. No answer analysis is done; howe4, funetions.
like logging out, Browse, Help, and repetition of text all- work f\com
this opcode, since they are embedded in a lower-level flii`a ction in the
interpretei.

The HOLD opcode may also take arguments. If the first argument to
then that string le embedded in the promptHOL is a string constant,

string:

"[Type ESC to go ;on, CTRL -. tci" "prompt string" + "4"

So, if "prompt s ring" were "repeat; the argument", the result would be
. /

"[Type ESC t6 go on, CTRL-A to repe'at the argumentP"

\/f <actions> is nonempty, but "prompt. string" is omi' tted,4the default
/ -p ompt string is "repeat". <Actions> is a .sequence _of opcodes to, be

ex uted before the HOLD is done (and to be repeated on receipt of CTRrepeated

A). It is recommended that small reentrant blocks of code, i.e., blocks:,
of code that can be re-executed without obtaining a poor effect on, the
screen, be surrounded by HOLD in -order to give the student a .chance
repeat, should he not :fully understand them the first time.

2.9 The Q and f2. Opcodes

The 'rest of the response-obtaining- opcodes are the most complex in
the -VOCAL language, because a number Of independent featuree mgy occur
Within their SCope. The first of these, the_ Q .opcode, is the basic
answer 'command. The 'synt,ax of the Q opcode

(Q <tag> <action> <tag> <action> . )

As an, example of the operation of Q, sufpose we have the following:-

(Q INIT 'What is the first letter of the
(-T "Type the lettet indicating your

A (ANS "A")
HINTL ((S "The letter befo'rs B") (S, "Think

13

18

.

alphabet?")
7answer.")).

harder ")) .16

4
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'Section 2.9.. a The Q and. CQ -Opdailes

CA (S "Good:',) .

(
. -

WA (S "No, the adswer is A"))

__ -

Is the above; the tags A, CA, WA, and HINT are'Used_to label Xie
action -compOnent that ft:draws the tag. ,The example is interpreted as_
follows: First, the sentence, ''What is the first 'letter- of the
alphabet'?" is spoken,=and'idal be repeqed each time' the student 'types:
CTRL-dtri.'Nexte) the sentence "Type the letter indicating your answer" is
print4' on the 't.dt-minal,followed by a.second lin6 beginning Vith "*".r
TO program will then-pause until the student tYpes,something. If the
student types CTRL-H he is told "The_lette before B "; if he types CTRL-
H again (any number of times), he-is told "Think harder" (each time).. If.

he types the letter- "A" he is toid"Good" ana,the eleerniseis, ended.. If

he types anything, else, he is told Hilo, -the answer is .A.",ii and the

exercise is ended,- since no R tag is, given-.(i.e., no repeats' are
spedified--see Sedtionv2.9.1). -- 7 -

The CQ (Cascad4gQuetions) opcode m....4es it easy tO`code exercises
that ask' one question, then ask another if the first is wrong, then
another, etc. The. 4cOmponentt of each list in the CQ opcode can beany

' of thetags described in Section 2.9:1. i

.(CQ (<list of tags and actions >)
(<list of tagi and actions>)
...)

Each <list of tags and actions> is a separate question and has exactly
the same format as described for the Q opcode with the sole difference
that the Q is omitted at- the beginning of the list-. Questions are given
until one is correct, or the list of exercises is exhausted.

.

2.9.1 . Tags for the 2:arld Q Op Codes

ts.

The following tags are available for-the answer-obtaining opdodes:
-

1.4NIT <againattion> <promptaction> ).

<Againaction> is executed upon first entering. the
exercise (and repPated for CTRL-A-until-a r ponse is
matched) . It is either a single action o of
actions. SPromptaction> is executed wheneyer input frOm,-
the student is requested. The defaults for these
actions are to do nothing. It is recommended that the
full discussion

)
ofihe exercise at hand by included in

the <againaction> and a brief description of the type of
,.input requested be included in the <promptaction>, e.gb,
-(T "Answer Y or N").

7-. ,

2- A <answeranalysis opcqde>. .Analyzes the answer.
Ihe answer-analysis code following this tag specifies

. .

the correct answer.

3. CA <action>. The action to perform if the
answer is correct; this also finishes the ',Q opcode. _The

14
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0

default is to. say. that the tu nt's answer is correct,
using .,a randomly selected corre$6-answer responSeZ: In
other Words,the author 40es not specify an action,,
the program will anSwer with"good". or "excellent";or-
some other appropriate response. .This frespepse is
selected at .random fro; i list stored..by the program.

4. OS (kcOrrectattalysis> '<ao ion>.
..Answer Selectl: This is a list o pairs:of answer- ,

analysis opcodes and actions wit4;- the interpretation
that .the. firSt of the <correctana'l

,:causeS a match \fill cause,. the corre
be performed-; the exercise will be co

October 19, 1977

sis> opcodes that-
nding <action> to

sidered correctl.,

5. WA, <actiOn>. Actiop to take ifrthe answer is
wrong;. this -finishes the opcode if no, repeats were
specilied. The default.is to say that the answer. is

'.wroA'uilreg a randomly selected response- :

6. 'VIAL ( <action> <action> ).. This is a list
of actions to be given .one at a time, eack, time the
,student gives a wrong response, until the last item in
the list. The last <actio in the list will then be
treated just like the <action> following/ a dimple WA.
That is, the citiestion will be furthur -repeated .the
numper of times specified by the "R" opcode, or until a
correct answer is given. Each wrong answer will cause
the-last <action> in the list to be given until,the last
repeat of the question when the FAIL actions ill be
executed if they, haie been coded.

- 7.. WAS ckwronglalysis> <action> ...) (Wrong Answer
Select). .This is a list of pairs of answer- analysis9
opcodes and actions with the interpretation that the
first of the <wronganalysis> opcodes that causes a matcll.
will cause the corresponding. <action> to be performed.
In any case, the exercise is considered wrong, sincej.t
is assumed that-any CA or CAS has already been executed.
The purpose of this tag is to catch specific wrong
answers.

8. R.n. Here, "n" is the number of times to ask
for an answer, and is defaulted to 1., For example, R 2
would Mean to ask the question, and then repeat it once
if it is answered wrong the first time.

.17

9. FAI' <acti This specifies the action to
take at'the end en'the'student has,failed, in R tries,
to answer, the spipszion correctly.' It is useful for
exercises that contain an R, since FAIL can be used to
inform the student of the correct answer. It is an
error to' use the FAIL opcode when _.only one attempt is
allowed. In other yord, when using FAILIthere should
also be an R n for some,n greater than J._

'15
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Section 2.9.1
-/

Tags ,for- the -Q andt CQ Opcodesi'

7 4

10. HINT <action>. `This is the hint to' give=the
student if he asks for one. The defaufeles to say that
no hint is available..

11. HINTL Z. <action>: <action> ). This issa
list of hints to "be, given, one. each time CTRL-11 is
typed; the fast <action> in,the list Will be repeated as ,
often as requested.,

.

-

12.. COMMENT. ( <anything> ). Whatever is within the
scope of the immediately kollowing set'of l'iantheses is

,ignored, thol42Quote marks- and parentheses -mush be
- properly paired so thaed6CAL can detect the end of the

° comment. Note that 'in this construction, COMMENT is
used as a TAG, ,not as the CAR of a list.

- . .. - -
tags

. These ags-and,their.corresponding actions-mayoccur in: any order.
'Either an.:.A or a 'CAS tagJaUst occur.; but all other Eags are optional..-

.-. It is an error for la tag (except COMMENT) to occur...tore than-once in an
.

answer-fetching Opcode...-Some af:-th& combinatiOnst are illegal. For
A'eXarTiple CA and CAS should not occurmithin the scope of the same' Q.:,.

.

opcode. Also, at most one of the wrong- tags (WA, WAL, WAS) may-
. .

be included in the scope.-ofa. Q oftade: ". - '--*--
.,

2.9.2 Answer Analysis Opcod : s.

\-

Once a response (answer) is obtained from the student by the use of
the Q or CQ opcodes, it must be checked. This is .donebby the answer -
analysis opcodes. The analysis is done by testing' whether there is a
match between what the student has typed and the coded answer(s)..

For example, the command:

(Q A: (ANS ::741))

gets a response from the student, and then analyzes it by comparing.for
exact string equality with "74." 'for correctness. . (In this example, the:
other parts. of the Q opcode .are omitted, thus Aefaulted.) Except for
TRANS, all of these opcodes are quite simple and standard.

.
Several kinds of editing are done by these opcode9 on.the responses

'that the .student- types, Alf', of the opcodes 'remove beginning' and
trailing spaces and tabs, and all of them compress. multiple spaces anc
tabs to a single space. These procedures are called space compaction.
Additionally, most opcodes. convert lower to upper.'-cas, called upper

conversion.' few opcodes that are prepared to accept several t.answers
will scan for those answers separated by spaces or commas .This is
called word scanning..:

The student's input fs referred to as <response>.below.

(ANS <sequence of strings>)

16-
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After spaceCompaction and upper conversion Of <response>, ANS checks to
ee, if: any' .string. in "<sequence of strings>,is. exactly the same as

<response>, 'In other words, the strident must type exactly one item froM
the sequence for a match to 15Ccur:

(ALWS'<sequence of strings>)

After, space_ 'upperupper conversion, and word
<response>,.ALLANS-makes certain that all.of_the strings:in
strings>,Were typed.by-the'studene, and that no additional
.typed. ,.So the. student will have toy type in all, and only,
the sequence, but in any order.

(ANYANS <sequence of strings>)

scanning of
<sequence of
strings were
the items in

After ;space compaction, upper conversion, and word. scanning -of
.

<response>, if any <string> in <list 4)f strings> matches any word\of the
student's <response>, then a match occurs. Thus, 'if.the student types
an item froF the sequence, the answer will be countedas:correct even if
he or she typed additional words before or after it.

(EXACTANS <sequence of strings>)

this is like ANS except that upper conversion is not performed.

f
(AFFIRM)

Some "true" -like response must be given (case ignored): Y YES. TRUE T.
.

4

(NEGATE)

Some "false"-like
,

'

(TRANS <liii of strings>)

This opcode relates specifically t the logic course and other
mathematically based courses. Each "string" ip..the <list of strings> is
parsed' into an internal expression (by the compiler); the student must
then type something--that,, when '.parsed, is VEQUAL to. the parsed
expression (VEQUAL is a function in the- logic- and set-theory-based

.programs.) /

response must be given (case.ignored): N NO FALSE F.

(MATCHANY)

MATCHANY is an opcode that matches.any non -null -answer whatsoever: It
is useful for the logic of. some of the opcodes such as CAS and WAS. For.

example; in the following Q opcode the author traps two specific wrong.
answers, responding appropriately to each. For any other wrong answer,
the program simply replies by typing "Wrong" on the terminal:.

(Q A (OS "74",
WAS ((ANS "73") (S "One too few.")

(ANS "75") (S "One too.many.")
(MATCHANY) -(T "Wrong.")))

17.



Section 2.10

2

2.10 Conditional Opcodes
. .-

"A number of.opcodes check a condition in the driye to decide_.
whether or nit to ,execute the statements contained therein: Far

-example, one wants to do something differently depending on Whether or

togditiOnal Op.codes

not audio is available.

(AUDIO <actiods>)

This executes <actions> if.audio is available and selected.

t .

This executes <actions> if_ audio is -not available or if 'it was not
selected, provided the student is using a display terminal. It is an
error to include any audio-class opcode within the scope of a DPY.

(DPY <actions>)-

7

(TTY < actions>)

This executes <actions> if the student is using a nondisplay terminal.
Both audio-And display-class opcodes are illegal.

(NONAUDIO <actions>)

This executes <actions> if audio is not available or not selected. It

is an error to include -:=an audio-class, opcode within the scope of a
- NONAUDIO opcode. And since the intent of the NONAUDIO opcode is to
surgant both -thee DPY, and TTY opcodes, display-class opcodes should not

.be lased'either. Also, this opcode should not Occur in the same exercise
in which- the DPY or TTY opcode is used.

%

2.11 Branching ,On-code

.v7

(GOTO <Iessolinumber>'<exercisenumber>)

.This goes to <lessonnumber>.<exercienumber>. in the course. If

<exercisenumber> is eicipty,' then 1 is assumed. This changes the
student's place in the course:

(CALL <lessonnumber> <exercisenumber>e)

This interprets an exercise for the student, but does not require any
answers from him; The student may not log out from that lesson, but
must return to- the current "lesson.exercise" before continuation is
allowed.

(CHOICELESSON <lessonnumberlist>)

This gives the student a choice of which lesson he ,wants to do next.

(BRANCHLESSON "text" <lessonnumber>)
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The 'text' will be typed in the scroll region, then if the student has
answered 75 percent of the Q-type exercises in the current lesson
correctly when BRANCHLESSON is encouptered, he will be given the choice
of doinghe rest of the exercises 'in thecurrent lesson or skipping
ahead to.<lessounumber>; if he has not answered 75 percent correctly, he
must do he remaining exercises.

6-;-

.(RAND <action> ,<action> )

This Selects randomly' one action to bel'executed. For example, if. we

have n <actions>s, -then a random number between 1 and n is generated,
And the corresponding <action> is performed.

NOTE: RAND isgendrally.used to select .a derivation for the student,
to do.. If the student 16gs out in the middle of such an exercise, then
his work is saved. The' next time he logs back in, he must get the same
exercise.- So the randomly selected options picked by the driver are
executedin.the same order on subsequent logins. 7.

2.12 HELPMODULE Opcode

The HELPMODULE opcode has the synttic form:

(HELPMODULE '<number> -"description"! <graph info> <actions>)

where <number> is the number of this help module; "description" is a
one-line description of_thi$ help module, to appear at the top of the
display screen when he act4ons are interpreted. <graph info> is a list
of information. needed by e help system; and <actions> is a sekuence of
VOCAL actions for this help module.

There are' three types of information which may be placed in the
<graph info> list. The first two are mandatory, the last not. They
are:

(NAME "name of the help module").
(DESC "description of what the help module covers')
(EMPH '(<L1> <L2>) (<L3> <L4>) (<L2n-1> <L2n>))

Both. the NAME and DESC opcodes facilitate the student's accessing of a
help module, and are used in offering the choice of available topics.
The graph info description' may be the same as that which is used as a
display header, or it may -be different. The- optional EMPH opcode
specifies lessons in which the help module is to be emphasized. Each Li
which occurs within the scope of the EMPH opcode is an integer
corresponding to a lesson number. These should appear in ascending
numeric order. See Section 4 for details'of,the semantics and a
description of the help System.

.
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Section 2.13 . Flag-alteration Opcodes

2.13 --- Flag-alteration Opcodes
.k.

-The following opcodeg set various entries in the student history
file or in the proof chedker, and cdntrol the run-time operation_of the
driver.- The actual theories and history entries are discussed in
coulSe-specific supplements available to lesson authors.

(CONNECT Ptheoryname")

This selects. the context theory (including parser, grammar, axioms,
definitions,' and theorems) for derivations and student response under
the Q and CQ opcodes.

- .

(INTERPCONNECT."theoryname")

This selects the context theoky (including parser, grammar, axioms,
definitions and theorems)" for interpretation-type exercises.

(WANT!DATA "truth' value")

This flags the student for collection of data, e.g., connect time,
responses, etc. "Truth value" in this and the.following opcodes must,be
-either "TRUE"-or "FALSE"; that is, "T" and "F" are'not sufficient.

(LINE!INFO "truth value")

This selects format,for 13rinting proofs during execution of a derive-
class opcode _( "FALSE" suppresses printing of flagging, dependencies, .
etc.)."

(SHARP!FLAG 'truth-value")

This selects form for ambiguous names during execution of a derive-class
opcode. Value = FALSE requires the student to use ambiguous names of
the form # <integer> in existential specifications. .Value = TRUE allows
the student to use any legitimate variable name.

(ERROR!MSGS "truth value")

.!i

Value = TRUE causes error messages concerning quantifier rules to be
printed after-the student enters a line containing. such an error; value
= FALSE supresses quantifier error messages and causes the student to be
informed at _the completion of the. proof that it is incorrect due to a
quantifier rule error.

.. . (--, r

The._ following opcodes allow-Changes to arbitrary history lists.
. The first' element of a'history list is the name,. of some set, and the.

. _ remaining elements of the list-are the members of that set.

, (SET "historyname" ("item" "item" ....:)) .

. _ ..

If there 'is .a- historflist with the name 'his'.orynaMet, SET changes its
. .

. . .

value; otherwise SET creates a new history list of the-form (historyname,
item item ... ). '5

. _.
.

t,
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(ADD "historyname",("item" "item" ))

Odt6ber 19, 1977,

P

. -

This,adds items to the set of items in the list with name 'hislorynathe'.

(REMOVE "istorynaMe" ("item" "item" ...
.

. _

This removes items from the set of items in sthe- list with name
'historyname. If an "item" mentioned is V not on the list, it is

ignored. To remove all the items from a- list, (SET "history-name" ()). is
better thar2/using REMOVE,

2.14 DERIVEclass 0i/codes

The following opcodes :all specify .some sort of call on the
derivation machinery. Their interpretation is done by the proof checker
and is discussed in coursespecific supplements available to lesson
authors..

(DERIVE "goal" <tag> <action> <tag> < action> )

"Coal" is the string representation of a formula to be derived 'This is
a required argument and-must immediately f011ow the,opcode. The other
arguments-to DERIVE consist of pairs of <tags> and <actions>,, all of
which may be defaulted and may occur in any order. .

1. INIT <actions >. These .actions will be done when
the DERIVE oeode is begun. If the DERIVE-opcode.iimpot
within the scope of TEM Or TEM2, the <-actions> can be
replaced by a TEM or TEM2.

2. PREML ( "premise' "preMise" ...). This is a
list of string representations of the-premises:

3. HINT <action5. If a hiht is requested by CT
H. then <action> will,-be executed. -°

; .

4. HINTL ( <action> <action> 1.. ). Whenever CTRL-41
is typed, the next <action> is executed (the last-is :-

repeated as pften,is requested)'.

_

5. RESTL <restrictionlist >. This is the of

restrictions on the rules'orinference, etc., that 'tlle."
student must or must not use in this,dgrivation..

6. DONE <doneaction>. When- the proof. has been.
completed, <doneaction> is executed.

-.

Other'opcodes with the same sYntax-dsthle-abovg arec

I- INTERP. The student is asked to provide ap
-interpretation (in the connedted:interpretationithebri;)
of the premisesin PREML and theconclusiork- ip

-e.
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Section 2.14 DERIVE-class Opcodes

Then the student, is asked to 'check' his or her
interpretation by deriving the interpreted premises, and
the negation of the interpreted conclusion in the

connected _theory for interpretation.

2. INTERC: This is-. similar to INTERP,' but the

student is. asked to "show -that the premises and

are re consisient.:',

/ '3.° DI. The student is asked to decide whether to
interpretatiOn.or-a.derivatIon. If the former is

dhoSen, the driver' interprets this opcode -as a DERIVE;
if the latter Is Chosen., the opcode is interpreted as
INTERP. The student.may' restart the exercise and change
his or her choice

.-
4. 'DIC.. This is like DI except:, the choice is

between INTERC and DERIVE (where .the student is asked to
derive the negdtion of "goal" if he. chooses' to do.a
derivation).

(SYMB "formula!' HINT <hintaction> "goal" <tag> <action> ...).

The SYMB opcode first requires the student to symbolize the "formula"

(which can also be'a list of formulas, ("formula" "formula" ), in

which case he must symbolize all of the fOrmulas). If he requests a
hint-at this stage by typing-CTRL -H, <hintactions> will be executed.
The HINTL tag can be coded, with the usual interpretation. If the
student does the symbolization correctly, the exercise is ended; if not,
he is given the choice of trying again or doing a derivation. If he

'chooses the latter, the DERIVE opcode is invoked with the "goal" and
list of tags and actions coded in the SYMB opcode.
'

(TA "formula" (<atomic> "value") (< atomic> "value ")
.

g.alue" is a truth value (either T or F), and,,<atomilc> is an atomic
.sentence of the current theory. TA r*-4irel-76e..student to determine
_the truth value of "formula', given the.values for the atomic sentences

of the formula. This opcode is generally used only within the scope of
the. J.TTY. opcode, where the display capabilities for conveniently
presenting and dynamically altering truth.tables are absent.

\ex
'(CE/C "goal" <tag>. <actions> <tag >' <actions> ...)

'Here, the syntax is the same as in DERIVE;.it asks:student to provide a'

sentential. counterexample by. choosing truth-values'for atomic sentences
that will Make the truth valueS of the premises' true, the'truthyalue of
-goak, false, And then proceeds in each case as in TA, to check if,he.
has succeeded.

46.

(DC' `formula ")

This is like DI, except the student' chooses between doing a derivation

-4 (DERIVE) or a sentential counterexample (CEX).
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It :is an ecror'to have more.t an one- derive-class opcode in the
same. _.exercise unless all of theil Occur within the scope of '..a .MENU

:opcodp... 0,

2.15 MENU

. .

--(MENU < criterion> INIT <actions> DONE <actions >- <entree> <entree> .t.

The MENU opcode is designed to provide the lesson author a' means
presenting a set of derivations or other derive-class exercises for the °-
student to work on. The student is allowed to select the order of
exercises, and need not complete all, of them. Work on partially
completed derivations is saved. The <criterion> is the number of
entrees the student must complete before going on to the'nextexercise. -
INIT <actions> are actions to be performed when the student begins the
menu (and repeated when he logs in after logging out while in a denu).
The. <actions> may be replaced by a TEM or TEM2 if _desired.
DONE <actions> are, performed when the criterion is met by the student
(i.e., he has'completed <criterion>'number of the entrees).

Each <entree> has the form:

(ENTREE "description" <action>)

string which will appear in the MENU,
the ENTREE. The <action>is generally
it may also be a TEM or a TEM2 which
rt-is an error' to include.a Q-class

The "description' is a one -line
and <action> i the exercise for
a derive-class opcode, although
contains 'a derive-class opcode.
opcode in anrENTREE.

The action. of the MENU. is as follows, First, the INIT actions are
perfOrmed. Next, ,a "Menu" is displayed which consists of an identifying
number for each ENTREE, the string "description" for it, and an

_indication of whether the ENTREE is completed, partially 'completed, or
mot begtin. AlsO the criterion will be displayed, with an indicatiOn of
-hoW much remains .to be done. .The student then selectswhich ENTREE he
wants to work -on and the <actions> for 'that ENTREE are performed: u When
he finishes .(or decides not to do any more work on that ENTREE). the MENU
is displayed again. When the criterion is met, the DONE actions are
performed-and the student is then given the choice of selecting more
'ENTREEs (if any remain) or of going on to the next exercise..

It.ii an error to have more than one menu in a given exercise.

2.16 Compiler - specific Opcodes

The. following Opcodet. affect only the operation of the compiler and
are "swallowed".by it.

(COMMENT "anything")

23
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,Section 2.16, Compiler-specific Opcodes

The above is a...comment, at any point-it occurs; and is ignored by the
VOCAL compiler.

(COMPTLFCONNECT "theoryname")

This oppode tells the compiler to .start using "theoryname" as the
context theory (including parsgr and grammar) for compiling formulas in

the scope of derive-class,'or TRANS,;opcodes.

(TEMCHAR "character ")

Reisets'the character-used for the templates to the fiist character of
the string "character": The default character is "%".-

3 Browse Mode

-There is a feature available in all VOCAL-based courses called
Browse Mode, which allows the student to review old exercises or to look,
ahead. in the curriculum. Browse Mode is entered, by typing a CTRL-B.
The program will reply by typing the following summary of the Browse
commands:

**** BROWSE' MODE * ***

- r

Type one of the following:
(-

D n Describe il?Tson 'n'

n List directory of ,Lesson 'n'

111:

n. Show Exercise 'n' in this Lesson
1.n Show Exercise 'n' in Lesson '1'

Index of Saved Proofs
R 1.n.e Review Proof (lesson.exercise.entree)
E 1.n.e Erase Proof (lesson.exercise.entree)
-Z Return to your exercise.

Here is an explanation of those commands:9
.

D n Describe, Lesson number n. Each lesson has a brief
discussion describing the material it covers. ,This will.be
the <actions> taken from the LESSON opcode (see' p. 4).

List the lessondirectory_for Lesson n.- Recall that'each
exercise begins -with a brief one-line description of itself

(them "description" string from the EXERCISE opcode,
The L command presents all of these at once for. lesson

Lspecified._ ..

9I, R, and .E are specific to the logic: course andmay or may not be

available in.other.courses.

2s
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Show exercise number n in the CURRENT. lesson .(i.e., the
Iesson'the student was in when h-e-entered Browse.Mode)..
This allows him to look at .the exercise just as if he:were

working_it, EXCEPT that_anything_within the scope of -a Q,

CQ; or derive-class opcode '(including MENU) will not be
executed. ,

Show exercise n in 1pdson 1. This is just like the other
version of Show, except that it allows the student_ to look

at an exercise in al.esSon other than the current one. e-

Index of Saved Probfs. Theie is-a facility available that
allows the student to save probfs.'s.b that he can look at7..

.

them again later. To find out what he has saved, theA

student goes to Browse. Mode and types 'I'. This sives him. a-

directory of the available proofs.

R l.n.e Review Proof (lesson.exercise.entree).. Once the.-student
knows the number of the proof he-wishes to look at, he uses

the R command to actually see the saved proof.

E 1.n.e Erase Proof (lesson.exercise.entree). The student is

allowed to store only about 25 proofs for later reference.
Once he has reached the limit; he -is not allowed to add a
new proof unless-he deletes an olddiv first. The Erase
Proof Command alloWs him to, do this.'

CTRL-Z Leave Browse Mode. This returns the student to 'the lesson
and exercise he started from. The program saves-a copy of
his "chalkboard" area and will restore it-toWhat it was
just before he entered Browse Mode; the "scratch-pad" area

Browse Mode makes it easy for the the student to review something

earlier in the course, or if he i-s'the kindof person who likes to look

ahead in a book, he can do the on-line equivalent. This feature- is

especially important in courses where the curriculUm material is

presented at display, terminals instead of in textbook format off-line or

in classroom lectures. Notice that other than writing the description
strings 'and the'<actions> for the LESSON opcode, authors need not make

any special of it is taken Care' of automatically by. the VOCAL
compiler and the course driver.

0

sx.

4 The Hel stem

A help-system facility is available for use with all VOCAL=based

courses. , It can be used to create andmaintain-a help system for the

course. This section explains the structure. such systems sh?uld.have,

and how to implement them.

.25
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C
Section 4.1

4.1 Description

Description

The student invokes the help system by typing' 'HELP' to the course
driver. When- he enters : the help -system-he has- two- ways-of -accessiag
information: by naming the topic on which he needs help or by being
questioned by the computer..

The.cowuter queries the student by means of a topic decision graph
whlch is used to present him with a selection of topics to choose among.
The particular question.- or. 'interrogation' structure used by the
computer is determined by, the author. However, two'factors can cause
additional options to be added to the initial,topic'choice presented. A.

relevant help topic will be placed atthejlead of the topic list if:the,
program is.currently in some. error mode, dr if the author has specified
that.the topic should be emphasized Within the student's current lesson.
Thus a syntactic error. 'in an inptit string might'cause a help module on
syntax' to be emphasized. And in the early lessons-of sHcourse it thight.

be desirable to, place emphasis cmhthe help system itself.

The following gives an example of how a choice might typicallybe
presented to the student:

Type

TA
RULES
CONCEPT S

ADMIN
GRIM

[TA]_

[R]

[CONC]

.[AD]

[GRI]

for help on

TA duties, hoUrs, etc.
Rules of inference
Basic concepts of'the course
Administrative matters
How to send a suggestion or complaint

* <student inputs choice here>

The "characters in square brackets give the shortest sequence' of
characters the student can type and have his request properly,

recognized. But he is not forced to choose one of the options
explicitly displayed before him; he can, if he wishes, enter the name of
any . hell') module available, provided he _knows it. The choices are
'presented in case he does not know the name of the suitable topic.

,

Some-topics will have associated VOCAL code'to be-presented as help
to the. -student. ,Other topics exist only to guide the interrogation
process, and have no VOCAL actions written for them. For example, the
help system might present the RULES option only to give the student a
chance to find out the names of the help moditles descr ing the various
rules of inference.

If VOCAL code for a chosen topic is written, the help system. first
fetches.the -corresponding HELPMODULE and interprets the VOCAL` code in
it.P The student is then presented with another list of options. If

the lagt chosen -topic has further topics associated. with it in the

101f the student finishes tyging in a
only the -the associated topic list is typed
who has already seen/heard the VOCAL code to

4 26

topic name with a CTRL -Z,.
out. This allows a student
skip over it.
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graph, the choice list will consist of these topics, otherwise it will
be the initial list. The student may then either exit from the help
,systeM ( ia CTRL-Z), choose another topic;.or return to-the initial

___interroga ion by entering the null response, the empty string.

The interrogation procedure 'should be regarded as a graph rather
than as a decision tree.,In many cases it is natural to use a topic-.

. subto4c structure. But the author may also want to -remind the student
- of rea,ated topics.. Thus- a module diicussing the. concept of tautology

have modules on consistency and inconsist ncy as associated
tepics. It is, 'also easy and often useful to d ine loops in the
interrogation structure, This will become clea er in examples' to

'follow.

-4.2 Defining a Help System

It is necessary to write a -series of files that contain the
inforbation to be made available via the help system. If the help
system is intended to offer' information on teaching assistant hours,
rules of inference, and tautologies, corresponding help modules must be
written in these files: All the help actually given to students is
taken from them.

These files are written in VOCAL, where each entry is,within the
.scope of a HELPMODULE opcode (see p. 19). Except for the Anclusion of
the special. tags NAME, DESC, and EMPH, each entry looks just like an
ordinary-exercise, with the EXERCISE opccide replaced by the HELPMODULE
opcode. The help system files. cannot, contain the opcodes LESSON or
EXERCISE, but they can contain questibns and derivations -designed to .

help a.student understand the topic. The student's performance-onthese
questions will not affect the 'score' which is recorded forcontrol of
ERANCHLESSON.

A special file needs to be written to define the interrogation
structure used by the computer.. This file will contain a graph which is
usually easily written and which is easy to alter if experience suggests
that another choice sequence is more appropriate. The help system
compiler.is then run to,put all this.information in "a form acceptable to

the course,drilie ,

..
4.2.1 Thee `Help M6dule Files

Y.

The help modules may be included-in or or more' les. The source

files may be named as desired, _though they should 01 have a .VOC
extension for ease in operating the VOCAL compiler. NL,E0cli such file

contains a sequence of HELPMODULE opcodes. They furnish information.
used in the interrogation, and provide the VOCAL code to be interpreted
if help on a particular' topic is requested by the student. The

helpmodule files must be ,processed by the VOCAL compiler, . and the
resulting .VAL files submitted to the help system cOmpiler.

27
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Section 4.2.1 The Help Module Files

If different help systebis are being. defined for
Thl

several,courses
1

lr

Mode, for example,:would probably be the same for all courses.,
they may share-some-of the sameepmodules. Help on the use of Browse

this

reason, the .VAL files for helpmodules,. unlike those for lessons,,,:do not
have to be -on the curriculum directory. The HELP,PRC file which 'is
created for each course by the help system cwpiler informs the, driver_
of the directory and file nathe on which the helpmodule foi eiev:topic
defined in the graph may :be found.. A help system does not have to use
all theit.helpmoduleS on any filewhich it accesses. Different courses
may 'pick and choose' among the various modules on a given.file. If,

however, the .same topic name is to' be used with different help
infotmation in different courses, .separate helpmodule files must be
created for those Eopl,es whose, definitions wary from course to course.
This might occur, for example, in writing helpmoddles on inference rules
which have the same names for each course, but use. different derivation
examples in the theory appropriate to the course.

. , The 'syntax and semantics of the HELPMODULE command (p. 19) should
be cleat, with the possible exception of the .optional EMPH opcode. This c7.---

is'.uSed to indicate the lessons in which the help module.:.needs to beg
emphasized:in the sense of being placed.at Ehe-head of the topics in the
initial 'interrogation. of the student.. ..-.

. .
. ,

To illustrate this,Suppose that it is desired to define a help
module about some derivationl:command, e.g.,. Tautology. Suppose in
addition that this rule of inferenceis introduced in Lesson 76 and that
exercises in Lesson 105 are particUlar4 Suitable for itsapplication.
One might then write the following help module:

[HELPMODULE 3 "TAUTOLOGY: Using the Tautology 'Rule"
((NAME "TAUTOLOGY")
(DESC "Using the Tautology Rule")-,
(EMPH (76 78) (105 105)))

[AUDIO
(S "Just type 'T' to use the Tautology Rule")]]

Here the'help available on the Tautology Rule would be emphasized in
Lessons176 thiough178,. and 105.. '

.-If.a-helpmodule isto.13e.aCcessedAymorethan one - course, the MPH.'

)
:1-istmay.:;containilesSon,-nuMbers'-ftOmaChtbes -e courseS.:For::
example, if there are three: courses, whoSe lessOn numbers range.

-; respectively in the 100's, 200's, and 300's, then a topic which is to be
emphasized in the beginning lessons of each course might have the EMPH
list:'(EMPH' (101 102)(201-202) (301 302))..11

If Dell strings are declared fon-any help modules, the help system
Compiler will produce 'a listing of the.. emphasized topics by lesson.

;A.
. .

flif -.the iesS-an-numbers for
7

two Coursesare the same, .and.1..a

helpmodule is tO-be-emphasized in..different'lessons.inthese,courses
will be necessary to make sepatate'versions'of 'they; helpmodule with .:r.

...different EMPH lists. - .

28
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Consistent ,with the -rest of the VOCAL language, the help modules in

"any file must lite numbered in increasing order, from 1 onward..

Furthermore, the length of module, NAMES should be 11 characters or less.
Longer strings will' disorder the display output, although not fatally.
Similarly, the length of DESC strings should not exceed 46 characters.
The length of the help module names is not critical apart from aesthetic'
considerations,, since optimal topic name recognition is°. done'

automati ly.

The help system compiler does extensive error checking,_ and gives
suitable warnings)__ For example, the author will be warned if he doubly-
defines a help module topic or fails to define a. HELPMODULE,for a topic
.declared'in the graph. Note that helpmodules must still be written for
decision nodes which

the
no associated VOCAL actions, since ,the

helpmodule contains the description information (needed for' the
interrogation, display), and possibly emphasis data.

4.2:F2' The Graph File

44.

Only, one ,file is needed to define the interrogation structure for
any course. This We should have the extension' .GRAPH,- and may be on
any directory. Whett the"ihelp system compiler is run, it looks on the.
connected directory for the graph file unless another directory is
specified. It also uses 'the name HELP.,..GR4PH as a default. The file
should contain a single S-expressiog, which is essentially a list of
topic names and their subtopics. 'The S-expression ids. recursively

defined as follows: .

graph S-expr ::= (topic-list>)
topic-list ::= <topic> <topic list> I <null string>

topic ::= <topic name> 1 < topic name> <graph S-expr>.

The following is an example of what a help system list.for an elementary
logic' course mihht look like. It J incorporates

illust'rations.

:(BOOLE
TAUT0LOGY-_::,

HYP.OtHESI5:-(ANTECEDENT).-:.
AA

all .the above

CP (CONDITIONAL))
.CONCEPTS

(ANTECEDENT'
CONSEQUENT
TAUTOLOGIES.

(CONSISTENCY
INCONSISTENCY)

ALGORITHM .*)

CONDITIONAL (CP)
CONSISTENCY
INCONSISTENCY}
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Section 4.2.2 ,

The Graph File

ADMIN ....

(TA
NEWS.

. '

GRIPE.
-

,.
.

.

.

15 ,.t,
i=

GRIPE].

-. .

,::-.i?.....,,,,..

The central idga .opPr-clihi.Jarp, to be displayed at the
? same .interrogation are-petheAbp- level-'of the same list, aid the topics'.

associated.Oltha topic are ,contained in a list immediately following

the topic. *Thus the firstCelhof-:interrogation in this particular

help system would 134%Vetween TA, RULES,' CONCEPTS, ADMIN, and GRIPE, just .

i

as previ-o*isl lilimstrated. 'Further interrogation is defined by the

sublists. So if. PRUE iS chosen, the helpmodule, as defined in the

helpmodule file, is interpreted, 'telling the student. how to send

suggestions and complaints to the course'&1hors; if RULES is chosen,

the VOCAL cOde (if. ny). in the helpmodule files is interpreted,' and the

further subtop.c li t of-topics islpresented. --

As preViously,remarked, the inirrodatiOn need:*not'be:a tree. In

the above example there- are tw paths .to. the same node for both the/

CONDITIONAL an& the GRIPE helg moauIes. In addition, there is a cycle:).

If information on the GP rule is en: the,e.tudent will be reminded of

the help available on the concept .of a conditional;-if this latter help

module is interpreted, the student will then be reminded of the help on

the CP-rule.
'

4.2.3. The Help System Compiler

When the files containing the interrogation graph and the help
modules/have been written, the next step is "to proces them. One begins

by processing.the HELPMODULE files using the VOCAL compiler as described

in -the .next section. VOCAL will create proceSsed verlIons.of the help

module- files. These files will have a .VAL extension, just as for lesson

files.

The -help system is created by running the help systeM,campiler,

called HELPMK for 'HELP system 1±aKer'. ,This-program processes the graph-

- 1 and help module files, producing .a corresponding ,run-time file,

HELP.PRC, for_use_by-sthe:cyrricglum driver. It is self-explanatory in

operation and includes extensivererror-checking'and 'analysis.

' When' one calls HELPMK, it first, presents the option of creating a

new system- from scratch, or modifying an old one. If the Create option.

is chosen, the graph file is first processed, and then helpmodule files

are processed until all the topics in the graph have been defined.

Under this option,.when the compiler-encounters a helt;module- for a topic

which-has already been defined by an earlier helpmodule, the second and

subsequent definitions are ignored, and aswarning is printed. The help

system is _ready when the HELP:PRC file has been moved to the curriculum

directory.

?
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If a fatal occurs after the. graph file has been processed
(for example, some module has, incomplete info), then the structure
at that point is dumped onto a file called HELP.INCOMPLETE And the
cohipilationAs_aborted. The error may_then be corrected, an HELPMK run'

with the MOdify option using HELP.INCOMPLETE as the 'old' sy

If topic. emphases have been declared, a further file, HELP.LESSON-
EMPHASIS, is also created, givinga-listing by lessbn number of the

(/
emphasized topics'.. This will assist the author in keeping '-track of

i which topics are emphasized in which lessons. .

6

'4.2.4* Modifying an Existing. Help System

If one wishes (Dilly' to- the° VOCAL actions in a helpmodule
which is already defined in a working help system, it is sufficient to
edit the source file and generaWa new version of the .VAL file (the'-

file name and directory must not be changed). ,The HELP.PRC need not be
-regenerated; it will always call up the newest version of the helpmodule
file.

If however, one wants to-Change the lesson emphasis or other graph
info in a.module, if the .VAL files are renamed or moved,,if new modules
are to be added, or if the graph structure is changed in. any way, the
changes must first be made in the graph and/or helpmodule files, and
then HELPMK must be run to create a new version of HELP.PRC.

Under"the Modify option, only the new files or those which have
been changed need be processed. thalike the procedure in. Create mode,
second occurrences of a helpmodule for a topic will not be Ignored but
rather will, cause the module to be redefined. The system will retain
all information from the old system which is not superceded by the new-

.

files. ,

.

.

Note'ihit to delete'a topic:from the system, it:18 sufficient, to
remove it from the graph S=expresSioni.and run HELPmK.with the 'Modify. ...

..option over the newrgraph file,. without reprocessing the helpModule,
file. The helimodule will simply exist on a .VALfile but never:be'
accessed- Iro'.,addHa-.toPic:tothe systeM, however, both the graph file
and a helpmodule -file mustbe edited -and reprocessed.

z ,

5 Operation of the VOCAL Compiler' and Interpreter

Once .a lesson 414 .beenwritten, it must :be tested and compiled.
-This-is done using the. VOLcA compiler,..a:Pogram that assists authors in
lesson.testing:and debugging and that produces various files needed for
the audio system and course driver. Thil section -describes the

operation and features of VOCAL.
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;Section 5.1 A Initializing VOCAL

5.. Initializing VOCAL

( :7
The leWson source files are usually. gived names, of the form

1!<lesson>-VOC". Zhe-exact form of <lesson> depends on the'course-A2

When' VOCAL is_started, it prints a herald giving the program name
and-a "version number". The latter consists ofthe date and time that
this version of VOCAL was. compiled. -. Then, bekore doing-anything else,
VOCAL attempts to assign the.: audio channel associated with the
controlling, terminal: If thereis none or if VOCAL is to assign
it, it'will say, "No audiO channel. assigned." Ifthe MISS machine is
down, it will also say, "Audio system,not available." In any case, if
the 'channel is. assigned, VOCAL. begins in AUDIO -mode. If the audio

.
,channel is not 'assigned, VOCAL will begin in DPY .or TTY mOde.atcording
to .the, type of the controlling terminal: /1En these modes authors are
subject to the VOCAL conditional opcodes AUDIO, NONAUDIO, DPY,'and TTY,

1.,J14,described in- Section 2.10. For example, in AUDIO mode VOCAL will not,
execute any action surrounded by,NONAUDIO,,,DPY. or .TTY opcodes--and
similarly for the other modes. .This can be changed by use of the A, Y,.
or TTY commands described belaw:

-.)

If VOCAL succeeds in assigning the audio channel fOr the
controlling terminal, it. will ask, "Do you want Long Sounds? ",-followed
by an "*", which is VOCAL's prompt' character at "this level. If 'the

..lesson has:been recorded, the answer will usually be "Y", otherwise "N"
for "no" or just a carriage - return which.defauIts to a. no answer. If

the answer was no, VOCAL next asks; "DO you want PROSODY?" A "Y" an'swer

to this question means that / /any audio messages will be spoken using the
prosody system. -A carriage-return again defaults to a Tr...answer. ,If no
'audiochannel was assigned, these two questions will be skipped.

,
..

5.2 Top-4eVel NOGAL Commands

11ter_initialiZing*NbCAL-will print "Type T, I, G,"_Or 2.*", This.
is. the top command level for VOCAL, and there' are numerous options
available:

'? Print a list of the available options.

T Enter Test mode. This mode allows the authorto-test
lesson using code which has not yet. been compiled. Test
mode isdescribed in Section 5.3.

I Enter'Interpret ,mode. This'mode is much like test mode,
except that VOCAL will read files that have already been
compiled. See Section--5.4 for details.

Enter Generate files mode. This is the mode which allows

12 - -For Stanford's logic course, the lessons have names of the form
Lnnn.VOC, where nnn is- a unique three-digit number assigned to the

particular lessan. Other courses may have dIfferent conventions.
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to compile a lesson. ,See eWon 5.5 for

S Adjust: the Speech rate of the 'audio system. In the
current,implementation;,, the default speech rate is 0.9.
This may be adjusted to anywhere between 0.25 and 1.2. A
small number increases the speech rate and a larger number
slows it down. This'has an effect only when testing Or
interpretingia lesson in audio mode with an audio channel
assigned,'

A Select Audio mode. an audio channel has been assigned,
VOCAL will repeat the two questions ,concerting, "Long
Sounds" and "Prosody". This provides a faster way of
switching between the three modes than an exit. to the EXEC
to obtain a. fredh core image. If no audio channel is.
assigned, VOCAL will be set in a'mode where if a lesson is
tested or interpreted in audio mode, the text of whatever
would have'been spoken will print out in the SCROLL region
of the terminal prefaced by the word "SPEAK:".

l

Y 'select display mode. If
interpreted, the code within
will be 'executed- 9 .

a lesson is tested or
the scope of aDPY opcode

-TTY Select TeleTYpe mode. If. a, ....lesson

interpreted, the code within, the scope
will be executed. , i

is tested or
of a TTY opcode

ERR Interrlipts the program with .a pseudo user'error in order
to enter DDT or other debugging program. This feature is
for the convenience of the programmers and is not normally
needed by the lesson authors.

4-

Make a,graceful eXit from VOCAL. Preferable to a -C exit,
- since all open Tiles will be properly reset and closed.

.5:3' T- -test' VOCAL Files Mode" 41.

- -

When an author enters Test mode, VOCAL will begin by asking-for a
file name; 1-f the author wishes to be able to use the-7VEDIT text-
editor on'the.file while inside VOCAL; the file mustA)e on the connected
directory. No filenaMe.recognition is done, but if the extension is the
standard ".VOC" only the name field needstb be typed.

Once a file .has been-sucesf-ully 'opened, VOCAL begins prompting-
-With " = = >" instead of-"*", In test mode, VOCAL files can 'be:compiled
and .tested one'"object".(i.e., S-6ipression) at a time. No outpt-files
are generated. , The audio- channel (if-assigned) is open in ."spe/1"',mode.

.(unless reset at- command level using-the"A" 'option), so that lessons'_-
-Can be tested-without their Long Sounds or prosody.

The'commands available in Test mode are:



Section 5:3 .

-7

Print a list of the available options.

T- -test VOCAL Files Mode

J Jump, over page marks. The authoi is asked how many to
jump. lib compiling is done and7progress-through-the-file
is faster than with "G". .Random access is no.t available
at this stage, which limits 'the use of "J" to goingc,D,

forward. Jumping "0" pagemarkt resets the file to page 1.

E Edit and Look Ahead.- As an aid to debugging, a simplified
scanner is provided to "look ahead" on the current page.
The scanner'pr.ints out the text (suppressing the content
Of strings) and .checks for delimiter .mismatchei and
misspelled opcodes. TVEDIT, the .IMSSS 'text editor,
available in this .mode to alter the VOCAL text. Upon

return to Test mode, the file is reset to the beginning of
the current page (thus a "G" must be executed to get,. and
"compile. an 'object from it). The current page may be
chanted by using 'the.".r command. Upon entering the
scanner,the author is promptedwith "TV or Look". If .the

author then provides a "list of opcodes", the current page
will be scanned for leach_ opcode in the list, in order.
The deliniiter scan wilt commence with the last opcpde in,.
the list:. The default is the first opcode on- the current.
page, and.typingTVAcarriage-return) takes the author
directly to the editor.

G Get next object (S-expression) from file and-compile.it.

Interpret current object. NOTE: The interpreter will not
interpret any derive-class opcodes, nor any branching or
flag-altering opcodes.

D Display-Current Coding. The current object (S-expression),
is typed out for inspection.

Compile c/urrent object (S-expression). The current object
is processed so that it can be interpreted using the I
command.

*

Display-Current Output Coding. The compiled version -of
the current object is typed out. Note that this is not
everything that goet into the "final output file (.VAL

file) as a result of the "G" mode' below.' See the

discussion of the file fotmat in Appendix A.

Adjust the speech rate. 'Same as the top-level S'command.

A Select Audio mode. Sane as tkle top-level A command.

T Select Teletype mode Same as the top-level TTY command.

Select DisplaS! mode. Same as-the top-level D command.

Select Prosodymode. Invokes the'prosedy system.

4
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-

Q Select nonprosody mode.* Resets the audio system from
prosody mode to spell mode.

,

L' Select audio symbol leCier. Useful when looking at a file
in which recorded -audio is present. .By. selecting :the
letter(s) used in .the\ file, an author 'can:Itear" all
recorded messages' while obtaining. unrecorded meiSages in
Spell mode.

LANGUAGE Select an audio *language. fbiS allows an aufhOi to
change languages without restarting VOCAL.

ERR Interrupts the program with a.pseudo user.error.. Same as
the top level ERR command'.

EXit Test mode. Returns controls'to the top level.. Note7
that to completely exit. VOCAL from inside Test mode,' it is
necessary to type two X's.

5.4 1--Interpret Previously Compiled VOCAL Files Mode

-Once a lessOnlile-has been *compiled, it*can be,interpreted.using
VOCAL by entering Interpret mode. JUs'as in Test mode, VOCAL begins. by
asking. for a file name. However, the default extension is NAL instead.
of VOC. All VOCAL opOodes will work correctly in this mode, 'except
that, as in

not

-mode, detive-clasi, branching; and flag-alteration
.opcodes 'are not interpreted at all. VOCAL will usually detect 'major
syntax errors within the scope of these opcodes and warn the- author.
But there are many kinds of errors thit it cannot detect.' S6 it iSvery
important that a compiled file is tested using the appropriate
curriculum driver before the lesson is made available .tostudents.

. .
.jf Jump to an_ ExerciSe. VOCAL then asks for the number.

Once the lesson has .03een compiled, VOCAL can randomly
'access, the exercises; thus there is no restriction about
going backward or,forward in tbe'lesson.

1 ._

I- Interpret Current Exercise.

G qo to _next-Exercise. Goes.,to the next higher number
exercise. If there is no .next higher numbered. exercise
VOCAL will print .a message to that effect.

'D Display Current Compiled Code. Printe out the compiled S-
....

.expression for inspection. Note that this isonly a part
of the compiled' VOCAL file. 'See the description of the
file format in Appendfx A.

S Adjust the speech rate. Same as the top-level S command.

Select Audio, mode. 'Same as the top-level A command.

a

=

T 'Select, leletYpe_mode.Same as thetop-level TTY7command.



.1Interpret Previously Compiled VOCAL Files Mode

Y Select Display mode. Same as the top-level D command.

ERR Interrupts the' program with a pseudo user error, in order
to enter DDT or other:debugging program.

A

Mat Interpret mode. .Returns control to the top level.
Note that to completely .exit VOCAL from :inside Interpret
mode. it is necessary to type two X's.

5.5 GCeuet4te Compiled Files and Audio. Scripts,Mode

When an ,author. enters Generate Filer mode, VOCAL begins by asking
for a filename. Like Teet,mode, tote default extension is VOC.. Next,

VOCAL will ask which version to compile:. audio (A),.'display (Y), or

teletype (TTY). If audio is selected,, the author has a choice of

prosody or 'Long Sounds!. If Long Sounds are selected, VOCAL will ask
for a. letter to precede the lesson number in the sound names-in the
script file. .This letter is used in making up-the internal "name" of
each LongtSoufid.13 VOCAL will also ask wbether it should 'retain the
audio text in the VAL file. This allows the file to be interpreted in.
Spell Mode. Normally, the audio text should not be retained, but this
is.sometimes useful when the, audio messages are going to be recorded and
an author wishes to use the curriculum driver to test the leSson before

the recordings are_available.

When ac#sson file is compiled, the following files are produced:

.VAL file. This is the file interpreted by the curriculum
driver or by VOCAL in "I" mode. The internal file-format
is shown in ApPendix A.

.SCP file. This is the ,audio script which is used to record
r the "long sounds4.'for the lesson. It is simply a list of

pairs of .sound names (also called "audio symbols") and the
text to be spoken.

.BRA file. If PROSODY is selected, this file contains-the
spoken material' in "bracketed" form. The bracke4ng
represents the prosody module's idea of the synticiic
structureof the_material to be spoken.

_

.LST file. When compiled in Long Sounds mode, this file hds

the long sound names inserted in the "SN" opcodes. It may
be useful if part, but not all, of the lesson is to be
revised.' In that case, the SN opcodes can be changed baCk
to S opcodes in the revised portion- (deleting: the:.sound

names) and the lesson can be recompiled. .No audio tcript

sill be generated for the unchanged portiops of the

lesson; When compiled in prosody-mode, this file contains

.I3Authors should see the supplement for their course to find out
which letters are currently being used.
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the bracketed strings in place of the original audio text.
With careful rebracketing, this file can be used to

recompile for prosody.
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File. Format for Compiled VOCAL Files

File Fo for Compiled.; VOCAL Files

The-file format for TEMPLATES e,is:

WORD 0: TOTAI: AREAS DEFINED (A2LAST)
AREAS IN TEM1 REGION (AlLAST)

TOTAL OF STRINGS (I2LAST)
LINES IN TEM1 REGION (IlLAST)

, LENGTH OF STRINGS FOR ARRYIN/ARRYOUT (TEM.SLENGTH)

COMPRESSED AREA DEFINITION TABLE (ARkADEFS)
,IRELOCATABLE BYTEPOINTERS FOR STRINGS (TLINES)
COMPACTED STRINGS BUFFER (TEMSTRINGS)-

<S!EXPRESSION FOR AREA ASSOCIATION> (AREALIST)'

The file format for EXERCISES

<TEMPLATE .1>

<TEMPLATE N>
<S!EXPRESSION FOIGRAPH INFO>
<S !EXPRESSION FOR EXERCISE>

INDEX: EXERCrsE
OF TEMPLATES

WORD OF TEMPLATE 1

46. 0..0 .

WORD OF TEMPLATE-, N
CHARACTER OF EXERCISE. S!EXPRESSION
CHARACTER OF :GRAPki INFO .S!EXPRESSION

The file iormat- for LESSONS

et
WORD 0: WORD OF INDEX.

< LESSON DESCRIPTOR>
<EXERCISE 1 >.

<EXERCISE N>
<LESSON DIRECTORY>

INDEX: LESSON
OF EXERCISES

WORD -OF LESSON DESCRIPTOR
WORD OF EXERCISE 1 INDEX

-- TEMPLATE FOR BROWSER

WORD OF EXERCISE N INDEX
WORD OF LESSON DIRECTORY
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Appendix B

Implementations of the S Opcode

October 19, 1977

Currently three implementations of the S opcode are being

considered: "Lang Sounds", "Prosddy", and "Spell,biode". "Long Sounds".

means that the "messages" are recordedAn segments of no. mare than 4.5

seconds duration:. If an individual "message" is expected to be longer
than 4.5 secondi, the lesson author must divide it into two or more
messages. "Prosody" will parse the "messages" into a bracketed string
("Arvin-expression"), then generate a list of prosody specificaaons
("SIL-expression") which will be passed to the audio /system for
interpretation by the MISS.machine. "Spell Mode" is the lesdon-author

,.-test' mode in which the "messages" are simply spoken wOrd_by word, and
words not available in the audio lexicon are spelled out.

As a further, aid to timing, a period encountered within a "message"
will be, followed by 500.ms of silence, any wcolon or semicolon'ill be
followed by 250 ms of silence,, and any comma will be followed by 125 ms
of silence.14

The compiler produces a variety of internal forms for the S Cipcode;
which may be retained by the author if he uses the ".LST" output file as

his pource file. This-may. be -useful in the case of _"Prosody" as long as

parsing. and prosing are 'Slow, processes. The syntax of thede .internal
forms is indicated below, but is actually somewhat more complex and

.subject to kontinuing development.

(SN "name". "text of'message")

The ,SN opcode is one -of the opcodes into whi,ch the,S opcode may compile:
is the name of a.Long Sound (uCentry in thd audio lexicdn).

"Text of message" is the original text of.the messagt, and is 'dropped- in
the compiled form (unless explicitly retained)'. This text is always
retained in the listing form (which may become the. source file). N'

. ,

(SB "br;pketed text")

"Bracketed text" is a prosody expression (an "Arty n-expression" ) that is

to be prosodied and-spoken.

(SL "literal SPEAK text" "original text")

"Literal SPEAK text" is the "SIL-expression" that,. should be passed.

direttli to the SPEAK audio library procedure. "originaltext" is the
original text that produced this and is dropped-in the compiled form but-

re.tained in the source listing.

is .subject' to the implementation
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